Annual Scholarship Reception Draws in 400 Students and Donors

JOANNA ZIETARA
CONTENT EDITOR

The 21st Annual Scholarship Reception was held on Friday, March 30 at 3:00 pm in Wilson Hall. Administrators, faculty, staff, donors, scholarship recipients and their families gathered together to celebrate scholarships received.

According to Jeffery Mills, Vice President for University Advancement, 373 students received endowed or sponsored scholarships for the fall 2011 and spring 2012 semesters. The total money given amounted to just over one million dollars.
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MUPD Still Looking for Howard Hall Intruder
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MUPD Still Looking for Howard Hall Intruder

The Hawk safety alert has been sent to several surrounding police departments in an attempt to identify him,” said Jeffrey Layton, Detective Corporal for MUPD.

Currently, the name of the student, the professor and his or her class is not being released to the public; nor is the content of the text message that the individual was sent out by William McElrath, Chief of the University Police Department. "Criminal complaints could be signed if the victim wishes to appear in court to prosecute it. The subject would be banned from campus and arrested for criminal trespass if he returns.

Urged to use caution and report anything that looks suspicious at all times, members of the campus community should stay alert and aware. "As an added call to action, members of the campus community are requested to question (or report to the police if necessary) any unknown individuals in class, rooms, residential life facilities, or other University areas that are not open to the public," the e-mail said.

At this point, no students have expressed concern regarding their safety according to Layton. Faculty also are on board, and they have received the Hawk Alert and "there have been discussions regarding this issue," Layton said. A follow-up Hawk Alert hit University inboxes around 1:00 pm on March 21 with a photograph of an alleged suspect. Insisting that all tips will be kept confidential, the detective urged students to report the man in the photograph if they knew of his whereabouts and that he was not currently a wanted person.

"We request that you not approach or try to detain him," the e-mail said. "Simply call the MUPD and tell us the direction of travel and clothing description." Because they are still trying to identify the suspect, MUPD is still conducting investigations in which no information about the man will be released.

If students feel unsafe or threatened at any time due to this incident or for any other reason, there is always a solution, Layton said. "We always ask our University community to think about safety and security," he added. "If something doesn't seem right, alert someone. Call the police, tell staff or faculty."

Many University students said that they are confident in the University's security and protection, but are not surprised when events happen. "How do you honestly prevent something like that? You wouldn't expect this on our campus, security at Monmouth is pretty good," said Shelby Whitebread, a senior majoring in marine and environmental biology and policy. "I feel like something like this happens every semester, so I am really not shocked."

Kayla Buscemi, a senior majoring in business marketing, said that she knew someone in the class. "The kid raised his hand and told the teacher we need to take a break," Buscemi said. "It was a three hour class, but normally they didn't take breaks, so the teacher found it weird. The guy left after the break was over."

Sarah Vander Wall, a sophomore majoring in communication, is a resident assistant in Oakwood Hall. "As far as someone entering our buildings, I know that is highly unlikely, I am not more nervous for our residents," she said. "This event just stresses the importance of the rules that all RA's and DA's have to follow: never let anyone in the building and always sign in guests. Overall, I don't feel as if there is any added pressure."

The one message that Layton said he wanted to make clear to the University community was, "If you see something, say something."
Recent University Study Says Stress Promotes Infidelity

MELISSA WINTERS STAFF WRITER

Could a stressful day turn your sweetie into a cheater?

“How a Stressful Day May Promote Infidelity,” written by Jaclyn DiMeo, a senior social work student, found this study interesting but believes that some of the participants were a little too flirty,” she said. “Were the participants happy in their relationships, or have they cheated or been cheated on before, or maybe were they just being polite to the stranger?”

With this question, DePrima challenges the researchers to further their studies. “What I would like to know is if the participants in the study actually followed through with these dates or getting in touch with each other after the research had been completed.”

Other students also shared the same ideas as DePrima and still adhere to the popular saying, “Once a cheater, always a cheater.”

Jaclyn DiMeo, a senior social work major also questioned the findings of the study and said, “I don’t see how all of a sudden, after one stressful day, someone would become an unfaithful person.”

“I could see if someone cheated in a relationship if that relationship was causing the stress,” she commented, “but raising a good relationship because of one stressful day seems like a pretty lame excuse.”

Sophomore communication major Jon Guida also had mixed emotions towards the claims made by the study. “I’ve never cheated on a girlfriend,” he said, “but I’ve had plenty of stressful days, between classes and baseball, that when they’re finally over, I’m obviously physically and mentally tired.”

Regardless of how stressful his days are, Guida mentioned that if he’s in a committed relationship, he still knows the difference between being faithful and unfaithful. “I think it’s sort of a cop out for someone to blame cheating on a stressful day,” he added. “Everyone gets stressed, but not everyone cheats.”

Sarah Kirk, on the other hand, tried to understand the results of the study with a little bit of humor. “I could see if maybe a person had a stressful day at work and then went out after to unwind and maybe got into some trouble,” joked the senior communication major.

“If these findings really are true,” Kirk mentioned with a laugh, “boyfriends are going to have a new excuse and girlfriends are going to be keeping their boyfriends on a short leash after long days.”

New Course Allows Students to Learn at Six Flags Wild Safari

Trip continued from pg. 1

started this that almost all the animals we work with there have a psychology background in some way, sometimes even a degree in psychology,” Dinella said. “So most of the principles of psychology are being taught in a very logical principles in their foundation.”

The response from Six Flags was excitement, so honors students and members of the Psych Club were invited to visit the animals. “Students travel to Six Flags once every fall for a seminar where they kind of get a mini taste of training animals have psycho
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Some of the University’s psychology students get introduced to one of the snakes at Six Flags Wild Safari in Jackson.

Holocaust Speaks at University

Survivor continued from pg. 1

which meant death. Terris’ mother knew they were going to be killed so she told her daughter to run. “We ran into a house and the man met the man let me go; he could have shot me many times over but he let me go,” she said. “I don’t know why.”

The main part of Terris’ story had to do with a video clip from the movie Defiance. It was about the Bielski Partisans that saved so many Jewish lives. The Bielski Partisans were a group of Jews who were able to live secretly and avoid being captured by the Germans. They were able to build an underground village where they could live and work without the Germans knowing. The Bielski Partisans were able to escape the Holocaust and go on to live successful lives. The movie Defiance was about the Bielski Partisans and their struggle to survive during the Holocaust.

The article explained that at one time over but he let me go,” she continued from pg. 1

Some of the animals that students get the opportunities to interact with range from giraffes and potbellied dolphins and African elephants. “I actually gained a new favorite animal this semester,” Pierce said. “I always liked giraffes, but I never realized how majestic they are until I was feeding one out of my hands.”

At the moment, this course is being offered to upper level psychology students, mainly juniors and seniors, but there is hope that in the future it will branch out to more students. “In the future we would like to expand the relationship between Six Flags and the students, maybe to have students from other areas be involved, but also do more research-based programs where we could actually do research on what works, what doesn’t work, and animals in general and observational research,” Dinella said.
Festa Italiana Brings Italian Culture to Campus
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University news

NINA INCORVAIA

The Wilson Hall Auditorium was filled with the sounds of laughter, the smell of various classical Italian dishes this Thursday for the annual Festa Italiana.

"Festa Italiana is an Italian festival, which takes place every year, up to the second semester, that features a variety of speakers and performers that have a healthy respect for the Italian culture," Dr. Maria Simonelli, professor of Italian, organized the festival with the Italian Club. "Festa Italiana featured New Jersey’s Italian Consul Dr. Andrea Deorsola, who opened the festival with his gratitude towards the University’s foreign language department.

"Before I see you again in this venue next year, we will be on our way to open a window to offer Physical Assistant Program, a new first permanent home on-campus for some grad programs, a new art building, a new residential hall under construction, some upgrades in science ... and maybe a few more tangible bits of evidence of progress," Gaffney said.

Alexa Anastasio, a junior psychology major, received the First Year Union Bank Scholarship as well psychology major, received the First Year Union Bank Scholarship as well. "These scholarship awards have on us, students. The scholarships we receive do not only help fund our tuition, books or housing; they inspire us to be extraordinary, to give more than we receive, to help others and create positive environments." "It was a great way to truly appreciate our donors," Anastasio said. "My favorite performance of the day." Angela Gentile, a junior who is majoring in political science in the United Kingdom, had this to say about the audience, "Before the Italian Club made their annual appearance and performed the Tarantella, which is a traditional Italian dance that resembles a folk dance and is performed to music with an upbeat tempo. A couple or couples ordinarily perform this dance. Before the Italian Club made their appearance, another dance number shook the festival up a little bit. At the end of the presentation, a student of Deorsola’s, danced to the American electro song ‘Party Rock Anthem’ by LMFAO, but there was a catch. Since this was the Festa Italiana, the song was played in Italian. Powell performed with extremely high energy and interacted with the audience intensely. She nailed the live tweeting at the conference! on Facebook and LinkedIn and make sure to be on the lookout for a Colorado at Boulder.

"The NJCA, established in 1997, is a non-profit organization dedicated to open exchange of ideas, information and research about public relations and communication. Their mission is to promote, sustain and recognize excellence in communication scholarship, research and application; to provide a forum for student participation in academic and professional environment and many others.

"The Wilson Hall Auditorium was filled with the sounds of laughter, the smell of various classical Italian dishes this Thursday for the annual Festa Italiana.

"Festa Italiana is an Italian festival, which takes place every year, up to the second semester, that features a variety of speakers and performers that have a healthy respect for the Italian culture," Dr. Maria Simonelli, professor of Italian, organized the festival with the Italian Club. "Festa Italiana featured New Jersey’s Italian Consul Dr. Andrea Deorsola, who opened the festival with his gratitude towards the University’s foreign language department.

"Before I see you again in this venue next year, we will be on our way to open a window to offer Physical Assistant Program, a new first permanent home on-campus for some grad programs, a new art building, a new residential hall under construction, some upgrades in science ... and maybe a few more tangible bits of evidence of progress," Gaffney said.

Alexa Anastasio, a junior psychology major, received the First Year Union Bank Scholarship as well psychology major, received the First Year Union Bank Scholarship as well. "These scholarship awards have on us, students. The scholarships we receive do not only help fund our tuition, books or housing; they inspire us to be extraordinary, to give more than we receive, to help others and create positive environments." "It was a great way to truly appreciate our donors," Anastasio said. "My favorite performance of the day." Angela Gentile, a junior who is majoring in political science in the United Kingdom, had this to say about the audience, "Before the Italian Club made their annual appearance and performed the Tarantella, which is a traditional Italian dance that resembles a folk dance and is performed to music with an upbeat tempo. A couple or couples ordinarily perform this dance. Before the Italian Club made their appearance, another dance number shook the festival up a little bit. At the end of the presentation, a student of Deorsola’s, danced to the American electro song ‘Party Rock Anthem’ by LMFAO, but there was a catch. Since this was the Festa Italiana, the song was played in Italian. Powell performed with extremely high energy and interacted with the audience intensely. She nailed the applause at the conclusion of the video really showed thalamos from January 1 to January 14. "The scholarship gave me a one in a lifetime opportunity to do something that others may never have the chance to do," Mayes said. According to Gaffney, a few generous donors are giving the University new facilities, the employee giving campaign has risen well over $200,000, and the scholarship donors are setting new standards of donations. "This really is the nicest of ceremonies all year. It’s simply a heartfelt thank you ceremony," Gaffney said.
MAKE THE MOST OF SUMMER!

SUMMER IN 4 WEEKS!
Session A: May 14-June 11
Session D: June 13-July 11

SUMMER IN 6 WEEKS!
Session B: May 21-July 2
Session E: July 9-August 16

SUMMER IN 12 WEEKS!
Session C: May 21-August 15

• Summer undergraduate tuition has been reduced by 15%!
• Graduate student fellowship awards available.*
• Complete our online summer financial aid application to find out if you are eligible for additional assistance.
• Take advantage of affordable summer housing rates at the Shore.

www.monmouth.edu/summer
732-571-3456

* Graduate students must take a minimum of six credits and must have earned a 3.0 or better cumulative grade point average upon completion of their undergraduate degree.
Can You Trust Your Roommate?

An essential part of living away at college is having to live with a roommate. In many cases, one can wind up being great friends with that person. On the other hand, it could be a complete disaster. The makemakers of this situation is built on trust. If you trust your roommate and get along with then you will not have a hard time at all, but if you don’t it could make the situation a little hectic. An extreme example of this was seen in the case of Rutgers student Tyler Clementi. Clementi lived with Dharun Ravi and it appeared that Clementi trusted him. Clementi was a homosexual student who kept his sexuality private from everyone. Ravi knew, Ravi was well aware of this and thought it would be smart to turn the webcam on his computer on to broadcast his roommate over the Internet when Clementi had someone over. When Clementi became aware of this he decided to take his own life by jumping off the George Washington Bridge. This raises the question of do you trust your roommate?

Currently, most of The Outlook staff trust their roommates, but in a way we are a poor sample. Most of us are juniors and seniors who are currently rooming with some of our best friends, which is the case with most upperclassmen. However, conflicts can occur during the first and second years of college. A part of this is because when you first come to college everything is new and most people aren’t used to sharing a room or a bathroom with several other people. Before people get used to it, it is very easy for conflicts to arise between roommates and suitmates.

To avoid situations like this, the University has a roommate contract called a Shared Living Agreement that all first year students complete with Residential Life as a proactive measure. According to Eric Mochnaczy Area Coordinator for Residential Life, this agreement is always the first step in Residential Life’s response to a roommate conflict, because they feel a large number of roommate conflicts stem from a lack of communication between the students. By encouraging the conversation, they may be able to help the roommate’s address and outline issues they were uncomfortable talking about. This may work with some students, but we feel that there needs to be something better put forth by Residential Life.

If there’s a problem like keeping the lights on while the other roommate tries to sleep or having people over too late at night then the contractual agreement could make a policy that resolves this issue. However, it seems a little bit unnecessary that a contract is needed to solve situations like this. The Outlook editor lives in a suite-styled dorm and has seen one of her suitemates have conflicts with her roommate. The roommate has sat down with her and the head RA several times. They have gone over the roommate contract a bunch of times but that doesn’t do anything because the minute the RA is gone, everything is back to being a problem.
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Spice Up Your Life: Embracing Diversity

BRITTANY HERRMANN
STAFF WRITER

Diversity is a dominant aspect in everyone's daily lives. However, it is also one of the most misunderstood concepts, one that many people do not take the time to recognize and appreciate. Diversity improves one's social and professional life, while also having the power to teach individuals something about themselves.

“Diversity is the condition of having or being composed of differing elements.” Cancillieri's outlook on diversity has changed as a result from her interaction with different situations of diversity, no one is perfect, and there is a need to know in a few hours is messy. It drives North Jersey people crazy. You almost have to have an accent. You love the waves, you can't have an accent. You love the Jersey shore, the show “Jersey Shore” because I'm a huge fan of the state that is full of crazy parties. Thanks to the ever so funny and entertaining cast of the “Jersey Shore,” everyone loves the Jersey shore—everyone loves the Jersey shore. The hangover also means big, strong and muscular guys. “Agree to disagree.” It is a win-win situation. Everyone loves the "Jersey Shore" because I'm a huge fan of the state that is full of crazy parties. Thanks to the ever so funny and entertaining cast of the “Jersey Shore,” everyone loves the Jersey shore.

Is race a part of diversity? Yes. It is the part of the brain which stores information when you are relaxed and not focused and awake. However, caffeine helps keep people from getting tired. It is good for re-learning information in a short amount of time. It is the key component of a study session.

Repetition is also a key aspect of last minute studying. Write down your notes and study. You can review the notes and study concepts on a separate sheet of paper and memorize them.
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RACHEL GRAMOLLA
STAFF WRITER

Everyone loves the Jersey shore—both the literal Jersey shore and the actual shore—the "Jersey Shore." The show "Jersey Shore" has significantly changed the image of Jersey—New Jersey a reputation. Since all students attend school on the shore, I feel that the Jersey shore should be flooded with guidos, right?

That in God's name even meant “Jersey Shore” makes it out to meaning. And in my mind, that means a guy from above, "gorilla juice heads." What in God's name does that even mean? "Jersey Shore" makes it out to meaning.

"Gorilla juice heads." You'd think that would be tons of tanned bodies strutting their fist pumping muscles on campus, but I haven't even seen one guid. Am I missing something? I tend to get my guid-finder out? Because quite frankly, a school by the beach should be flooded with guidos, right?

There are people on campus with tans, of course, but if you took one look at their hair, clothes, and somehow, considering that only the pigment I have is my freckles. Going to a school that's down the shore, you'd think that there would be tons of tanned bodies strutting their fist pumping muscles on campus, but I haven't even seen one guid. Am I missing something? I tend to get my guid-finder out? Because quite frankly, a school by the beach should be flooded with guidos, right?

Unless there is going to be a "Jersey Shore" themed day once a week, probably on a Thursday (when the show actually airs), then no, I do not want to become flooded with "gorilla juice heads." Wait, everyone pause for just a second. Think about the three words...

Pauly D and Vinny dressed up as the typical "gorilla juice heads" on one episode of the "Jersey Shore."

It's T-Shirt Time!

"Why are there so many misunderstandings? Because of pointing fingers, take a look at the world of college academics, because of the different situations of diversity, no one is perfect, and there is a need to know in a few hours is messy. It drives North Jersey people crazy. You almost have to have an accent. You love the waves, you can't have an accent. You love the Jersey shore, the show “Jersey Shore” because I'm a huge fan of the state that is full of crazy parties. Thanks to the ever so funny and entertaining cast of the “Jersey Shore,” everyone loves the Jersey shore—everyone loves the Jersey shore. The hangover also means big, strong and muscular guys. “Agree to disagree.” It is a win-win situation. Everyone loves the "Jersey Shore" because I'm a huge fan of the state that is full of crazy parties. Thanks to the ever so funny and entertaining cast of the “Jersey Shore,” everyone loves the Jersey shore.

Cramming For Finals

Rules quickly approaching, students often feel overwhelmed with their studies and last minute, late night study sessions become the norm. Although many feel as if cramming” works for them and is an effective study method, the chances of a student absorbing everything they need to know in a few hours is highly unlikely.

According to the Arizona Daily Wildcat, a study which shows all-night study sessions can possibly have a negative effect on grades. During a Harvard study, a control group slept regularly for four days while the variable group was sleep deprived during the first night. On an image recognition exam, the sleep deprived group did not perform as well as the group that slept well. Sleep deprivation has a negative impact on the cortex, which stores information.

"Whether someone is a 'short sleeper' or a 'long sleeper,' the key factor is how much sleep is missed, not how much is obtained," said Dr. Colin Bamford, director of the neurophysiology and sleep lab at the University of Arizona. "More than an hour off a person’s normal sleep schedule may begin to affect memory retention."

Although students are aware of the fact that last minute studying can do more harm than good, students have no intentions of ending their late night studying. In most cases, cramming does still produce good grades for many students, so they see no need to change their techniques.

To help those who are ad “crammers,” there are some methods that can improve last minute studying. Cramming is never going to go away in the world of college academics, so if students are going to do it, they might as well do it right.

According to testkinginc.com, one should eat some food for energy before studying, but excess sugar should be avoided because it makes a person hyper, making it more difficult to focus and study.

It's T-Shirt Time!

"Whether someone is a 'short sleeper' or a 'long sleeper,' the key factor is how much sleep is missed, not how much is obtained," said Dr. Colin Bamford, director of the neurophysiology and sleep lab at the University of Arizona. "More than an hour off a person’s normal sleep schedule may begin to affect memory retention."
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Latest Horror Film to Hit YouTube: “Obamaville”

Santorum Uses YouTube to Release Newest Campaign Video Against Obama

CASEY WOLFE

America, prepare for a new kind of political video. For the first time, a serious contender in the primary race is taking to the Internet and giving a hell of a show. On Wednesday, Rick Santorum released a campaign ad on YouTube which satirically mocks the Obama administration.

Title: “Obamaville”

The Santorum campaign set the stage for what it claims is an ad which will quietly challenge the Obama administration’s legitimacy. For many, such as Santorum, “Obamaville” seems unsubstantial in facts and cannot be taken seriously. It polarizes the issue of the president’s legitimacy, and the criticism of the president’s stance raises the question if the president is worth the vote or not.

Many questioning Zimmermann’s intentions on the night of the alleged shooting have not been charged. Ovalle said about Stand Your Ground, “There’s been a handful of cases and some very high-profile cases here in Florida in which a judge has granted outright immunity.”

Pro-fessor Gregory Bordelon, lecturer at the University of Florida, explained that removing the “Duty to Retreat” clause of these laws would most likely make defense trials more serious. He stated, “Removing the requirement to retreat opens the door to more difficult questions of the ‘reasonableness’ standard being applied ails different judges and courts.”

While Zimmermann defends himself under this law, there is still a detail of the case that may be crucial in deciding whether or not his claim is valid. It is believed due to the released 911 phone call he made the night of the shooting, that he followed and pursued Martin, possibly causing a confrontation. When the law grants citizens the right to defend, it does not give them any sort of immunity, it only an option for the state to prosecute or drop charges. This detail has many questioning Zimmermann’s intentions on the night of the alleged incident.

While Zimmerman defends himself under this law, there is still a detail of the case that may be crucial in deciding whether or not his claim is valid. It is believed due to the released 911 phone call he made the night of the shooting, that he followed and pursued Martin, possibly causing a confrontation. When the law grants citizens the right to defend, it does not give them any sort of immunity, it only an option for the state to prosecute or drop charges. This detail has many questioning Zimmermann’s intentions on the night of the alleged incident.

Recently, some have come to court proceedings for trial, with his brother, along with a close friend describes a man that would not have acted so irrationally unless he was in grave danger. However, Zimmerman’s legal interests will not make him immune to a criminal recording including assault charges.

As a result, Rick Scott, the Governor of Florida, has launched an investigative panel to look into the death of Trayvon and find whether it is effective or detrimental to the state. While Zimmerman remains free, the Martin family, along with countless other Americans grieve the unfortunate death of young Trayvon. “We need certainty when peoples’ lives are at issue,” said Bordelon.

DON SWANSON

Chair of the Department of Philosophy, Religion and Interdisciplinary Studies

1. It has no remotely logical connection to the subject of the ad. 2. It is a form of brainwashing, which is done without the viewers’ knowledge or consent. 3. The target audience of this campaign is not the people who watch the ad on YouTube, but rather the people paying attention and voting in the primary elections.

DON SWANSON

New Jersey Native
Lauren Matta found her matching bone marrow donor.
Register in her honor to help others searching for their perfect match.
Pre-Law Club Hosts Mock Law School Class for University Students

Class Uses Socratic Method, Often Used In Law School

Congress Approval Rating Continues to Decline

Is it Time for Term Limits for Members of Congress?

ALYSSA GRAY STAFF WRITER

America is growing restless with Congress demanding change to be delivered, according to recent protests and reports. It is general knowledge that in the general public, there is a lust for controversy. It seems, though, that the topic of establishing term limits in Congress has simmered in and down to fulfill the gap in both rolls very nicely.

Headlines, for some time now, have publicized everywhere about American displeasure in Congress. According to Realclearpolitics.com, the Congressional approval rating is 12.4 percent. A suggestion that seems to have gained more support than the rest is a notion of the term limits.

Professor Christopher DeRosa, Associate Professor of History here at the University, believes that the individuals in American society demanding harsh restrictions, such as term limits, must be very cautious in doing so. “Term limits are an anti-democratic measure. You want to be very careful about instituting anti-democratic measures because we don’t really need them. Americans already have the right to limit the term of any senator or representative they choose by not reelecting them. Term limits would deprive you of the right of keeping an especially good legislator. We do not have to always vote for another candidate. People complain about instituting anti-democratic measures because of the fear of having them. But it is the right of Congress being there too long, but I really think they mean that members of Congress who they don’t like have been there too long. It’s true that members who serve for a long time may lose touch with their constituents, but it is a job that requires a great deal of courage and keeping an especially good legislator.”

“Americans already have the right to limit the term of any senator or representative they choose by not reelecting them. Term limits would deprive you of the right of keeping an especially good legislator.”

CHRISTOPHER DEROSA Assistant Professor of History

Socratic Method, a popular way light the main ideas on a topic. This was started by professor Bordelon in the Pre-Law club and Professor Gregory Bordelon is responsible for advising students preparing for the LSAT and admission to law school. The class was viewed as a valuable lesson for students interested in law school.

A suggestion that seems to have gained more support than the rest is a notion of the term limits. Nonetheless, trends and insights once denounced for their ingenuity soon become obsolete as new ideas come into the picture. It is this cycle that has brought about the formation of the Pre-Law club and Professor Gregory Bordelon agrees that the workshop succeeded, “I believe that the goal of the workshop was to prepare admitted students to law school, and it was successful.”

Sophomore Matthew Gorye, a political science major, also attended. Lexi Todd, a junior political science major who is planning to go to law school in the Fall of 2013, agrees, “The class was a great introduction to the style in which real first year law classes are conducted. It was a bit of a wakeup call to many of us who are familiar with the Socratic method of teaching.”

Students agreed that the class started of as a great idea to give Monmouth Alumni a step up when they enter law school. Pre-Law advisor Professor Gregory Bordelon agrees that the workshop succeeded, “I believe that the goal of the workshop was to prepare admitted students to law school, and it was successful.”

The class was viewed as a valuable lesson for students interested in law school.

Professor Gregory Bordelon is responsible for advising students preparing for the LSAT and admission to law school. The class was viewed as a valuable lesson for students interested in law school.

DAN ROMAN STAFF WRITER

Legal studies and political science professor Gregory Bordelon taught a mock law school class for students interested in law school Monday, March 26. The class was taught using the Socratic Method, a popular way of teaching used in law school in which the instructor will ask the student questions to stimulate critical thinking and high-level discussion. Students attending the class can ask questions for intense line of questioning. Each attendee had a homework assignment before they entered the room. Two legal cases were emailed to each student who had to memorize the facts in the case.

The first case, Fiecco v. Carri, dealt with a 1922 New York Court of Appeals case in which, a truck driver was on duty but took care of personal business instead of work related business. Then a child fell off of his truck and was run over. The court debated whether or not the employer of the truck driver was responsible for the boy’s injuries. Had the driver been doing company business, the company would have been held responsible.

However, the argument around the case was whether or not the truck driver was taking care of personal business or was he going back to the garage of his employment. The court decided that when the boy was in jur, the driver was leaving a pool hall, which was a personal stop. The court found for the defendant, the truck driver’s employer.

The second case that was talked about was Smith v. Blue Ship Tea Room. A woman entered a restaurant in Massachusetts and asked for New England clam chowder. They were out of clam chowder so instead they lodged in her throat. The Plaintiff sued the Tea Room restaurant for not informing her of the possibility of the fish bone being in the soup. The court decided that there was an assumption of risk and that the restaurant need not inform there are “wholesome” fish in the chowder. The class was viewed as a success by many of those who attended. Lexi Todd, a junior political science major who is planning to go to law school in the Fall of 2013, agrees, “The class was a great introduction to the style in which real first year law classes are conducted. It was a bit of a wakeup call to many of us who are familiar with the Socratic method of teaching.”

Students agreed that the class started of as a great idea to give Monmouth Alumni a step up when they enter law school. Pre-Law advisor Professor Gregory Bordelon agrees that the workshop succeeded, “I believe that the goal of the workshop was to prepare admitted students to law school, and it was successful.”

The class was viewed as a valuable lesson for students interested in law school.
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When Easter rolls around, it is a time of great joy and celebration. This holiday is a new beginning for those who celebrate it, and practice the holiday, as a season of Lent, fasting, praying and palm giving. Filling the Easter bunny is in honor of Christ’s rising from the dead as he conquers sin and the consequences of death.

Campus Minister, Gabriella Furmato, states, "The Resurrection encourages hope for new life, not just on Easter, but also on every day, in every moment for many individuals who celebrate the holiday. In this time people try to be better Christians, and grow in their relationship with Christ.”

Though Easter is an extremely spiritual and religious-oriented holiday, there are many other orientations and associations with the holiday as well. The establishment of the “Easter Bunny” as a mascot for this holiday has also created another aspect of the day. According to easterbunnys.net, “The Easter bunny was introduced to American folklore by the German settlers who arrived in the 1700s.”

Since then, many children believe that the Easter Bunny places eggs filled with goodies that they then search for the next morning. The website also states, “The arrival of the “Oschter Haws” was considered childhood’s greatest pleasure” next to a visit from Christ-Kindl on Christmas Eve.”

The children believed that if they were good, the “Oschter Haws,” or the Easter Bunny, would lay a nest of colored eggs.” With an updated version of this myth, the creation of the Easter Bunny has stores everywhere that offers many religious services with Easter Bunny themed treats and goodies in spirit of the holiday. Who doesn’t love a holiday dedicated to gorging yourself with Easter egg chocolates the morning of?”

Overall, this holiday is a combination of religion, family and fun. With the combination of these three aspects, there are many Easter activities for individuals to partake in! Across many local churches and religious centers, the Monmouth Catholic Center starts off the holiday with Holy Week, the week before Easter. Sunday, April 1, was Palm Sunday, and a Mass was held at 7:00 pm. This Thursday is Holy Thursday, which means that a large number of services with Easter Bunny themed treats and goodies in spirit of the holiday. Who doesn’t love a holiday dedicated to gorging yourself with Easter egg chocolates the morning of?”

Kristen Shedlock, a senior at the University, states, “I’m happy there is a Catholic Center close in location to the University and I’m still able to engage in the same activities I would do at my church at home.”

The Monmouth Catholic Center offers many religious services in honor of holidays, and more information can be located on the website at monmouth.edu. Any thoughts, comments and questions can be emailed directly to catholique@monmouth.edu.

Alicia Mollenkamp  Staff Writer

As a time of family coming together, there are a lot of engaging and interactive activities everyone can be involved with. Think you’re too old for Easter Egg Hunts? Luckily, there are other activities geared towards members of the family who are no longer running around trying to find for the eggs filled with candy or little treats.

For example, just the activity of egg dying itself can be a fun, spunky way to express yourself! The website kaboose.com has numerous ways of how to “dress up” an egg in honor of the holiday. Some of the more popular egg designs are bejeweled eggs and face eggs. There are many other design examples that stray away from your typical one-toned color egg. As new Jaimee Saracen states, "You’ve never too old to decorate Eggs!” With that said, get your friends or family together and do some good, old-fashioned egg dying and decorating!

As Furmato stated earlier, The Resurrection encourages hope for new life, not just on Easter, but also on every day, in every moment for many individuals who celebrate the holiday. To go along with the mean-

GABRIELLA FURMATO
Campus Minister

Pennsylvania Dutch country during the 1700s. Not only is it a time to learn more about the loved ones around you, but also an activity of reflection for an individual. This activity adds a little bit of tradition with a twist! Another great activity to do with friends and family this holiday is some good old-fashioned baking! Just like any other holiday, there are a lot of holiday-oriented sweets and treats individuals can create. On the website familyfun.go.com, many delicious recipes to bake during this upcoming weekend can be found. One particular recipe that individuals were raving about on the site due to its uniqueness and detail orientation was the cupcake basket with jellybeans. Another valuable website that offers recipes from milkshakes to casseroles recipes can be found at recipes.slides.kaboose.com. Furmato states there is one value everyone could gain from this holiday. “Easter is not just Sunday, it is every day. Since Christ has risen from the dead we are living Easter, we are celebrating life and life. He wishes to outpour so many graces on us if only we are open. In contemplating the mystery of Easter, we should remember that Christ loves us so much. Love brought him to the cross, to bear the burden of our sin. Now that Christ has risen from the dead, he can be with us always through his Holy Spirit that he sends to us. We are so blessed!”

This advice can be given to everyone celebrating Easter, and this holiday is a time to truly appreciate about the loved ones around you. Last but not least, enjoy the holiday this week and weekend!

GABRIELLA FURMATO
Campus Minister

“Easter is No Yolk”

Recipes

Cupcake Basket with Jellybeans

Ingredients:
- 1 dozen cupcakes
- 1 bag of jelly beans
- 2 cups white icing
- Sand唱片 coconut
- Green food coloring

Directions:
- Frost the cupcakes with white icing.
- Break the jelly beans into small pieces and place into an arch and push the ends into the sides of each cupcake. The jelly beans act as branches.
- Shake the shredded coconut in a bowl.
- Sprinkle on food coloring, mixing vigorously to color the分布．
- Place a pinch of shredded coconut on each decorated cupcake.
- Place three jelly beans on the “nest” of coconut.
- A small ribbon bow on the gem diamant or licorice handle.

Summer Financial Aid

Once you have registered for classes, please go to www.monomouth.edu/summersessions to submit a financial aid application.

For additional information, please call the Financial Aid Office at 732-571-3443, or stop by the office in room 108 of Wilson Hall.

International Festival

April 14
Saturday Evening 7 pm - midnight

Enjoy an International Food Buffet and International Performances
DJ / Dance After Party

Tickets may be purchased in the International Students & Faculty Office
Room 32 – Student Center

$ 5 MU Students
All Others $10

(please purchase in advance as last year we sold out at the door)
Monmouth University Career Services presents

Spring Career Day 2012

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11, 2012
12:30 - 4:00 p.m.
STAFFORD STUDENT CENTER - ANACON HALL

Meet employers from healthcare, communications, social services, retail, government, non-profit, corporate, technology......and many more!

Full-time, part-time and internship positions available.

For more details visit:
http://www.monmouth.edu/academics/CSS/career_services/springcareerday.asp

Accutest Laboratories
AFLAC
Alcherabio LLC
Alternatives Inc.
AMIB, Inc.
Apple Retail
ARC of Monmouth
Atlantic Spinal Care
Becker Professional Education
Brooks Brothers
CDW
Dept. of State Diplomatic Security
Dept of Veterans Affairs
Devereux Foundation
Discovery Data
Diversant LLC
Easter Seals NJ
Eatontown Police Dept.
Enroute Computer Systems
Enterprise Holdings
FBI
Federal Bureau of Prisons
First Investors Corporation
Friendly Consultants
Globalini
Guardian / IPA
iCM MS
ING Financial Partners
Insight Global Inc.
Interworld Highway LLC
Intone Networks
Kaizen Technologies
Kaztronix, LLC
KK Insurance Agency
Logic Planet Inc.
Marathon Data Systems
Medtronic Inc.
Meridian Health
MetLife Solutions Group
MU Admissions
New England Financial
New Meadowlands Racetrack
Newport Capital Group
New York Life
NJ Dept. of Labor
NJ Environmental Federation
NJ State Police
Northwestern Mutual
Ocean County Board of Health
OceanFirst Bank
Power Home Remodeling Group
Press Communications LLC
Restaurant Management Company
SHI International Corp.
Six Flags Great Adventure
Social Security Administration
Target Corporation
The Beverage Works
The Career Finders
The Creative Group
The Marketing Professionals
The Milano Financial Group
Toys R Us
Two River Community Bank
USMC Officer Programs
US Secret Service
Urner Barry
WB Mason Co.
In this fast paced world, everyone seems to be seeking a little bit of sunshine, light, whether it’s from your brand new iPhone or your Lexus Hybrid. But you can’t always bring the sun to you when you’re at home in the Bahamas. A quick glance at yourself in the mirror, the rush of cool air as the heat vanishes. You’re truly at peace with music playing on your phone. You lie there, completely relaxed. The burn “can do a great deal of damage. You use it, the higher the risk,” he says. Skin cancer is not the only serious risk. In a recent survey conducted on the American Academy of Dermatology’s website, 56 percent of respondents had burns due to frequent tanning bed exposure. Moreover, the FDA is currently investigating 3,000 hospital emergency room cases a year due to indoor tanning bed and lamp usage.

Fact check: That intriguing feeling of confidence may not last as long as the chemicals in your body will. Indoor tanning is said to be as dangerous as it is for people. According to the American Academy of Dermatology, more than one million people tan in tanning salons. Moreover, 70 percent of patrons are women aged 16 to 29, ages that include college students.

Melanie Ratajczak, a sophomore education and Spanish major, has been tanning indoors for three years and believes she has become addicted to it. "I think I was just starting to get a base tan before taking a break. I've been keeping up with it and I'm only doing it a few times a week."

Clintonal continues to flourish, despite evidence that risks are present in tanning salons. A recent study showed that 70 percent of patrons are women aged 16 to 29, ages that include college students.
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Clintonal continue...
Women, and female sports fans, are often the reference for men, feels, "Many opportunities are sprouting up. Women might be into sports because they are missing some great things..." Blaess said. "As a girl, no one expects you to know things like batting averages and other stats to prove you are capable."

With spring coming, many people's favorite pastime- baseball, opening day is right around the corner and the games are getting more and more exciting. And those others 'aren't willing to include the women's game..." Blaess said. "I know a ton of girls who are just as pumped about the upcoming season as I am. Hopefully with the support of Andy Pettitte the Yankees will have an awesome season and we'll get our 28th world championship! I know I'll be out there with all the guys rooting for the team!" Keslo said. "This is a common theme of male fans thinking that female fans lack the proper knowledge of sports back- ground is just sometimes not taking them seriously. "Sometimes I think that there is sexism in being a female sports fan because people think you don't know much, but that makes me want to prove them wrong by know- ing everything I can about my favor- ite teams," Mitre said.

"I like who I like for different rea- sons. I am not going to change my opinion on who I like because someone makes fun of it," said Ste- fan Mitre, University student.

The stigma of being a female sports fan has plagued many. Women do not watch sports purely for the sake of watching a game, but because they want to. Nicole Keslo, junior, and her friends chose to learn more about the Miami Heat and Yankee fan said, "The worst thing has got to be the stigma against women watching sports. Even ever you say you like a team there's always that guy in the crowd who makes a snarky remark about how girls don't understand sports. Sorry guys, you're sadly mistaken!"

McNeil even wrote about the lack of coverage for women's collegiate basketball on nacwaa.org. In the article, McNeil talks about some of the myths about women's basketball and women and sports and why they have not gained the appeal that it de- serves. "Women are not interested in watching about participating in sports and how women in sports are strong, independent and just as assertive as their male counterparts. Men are not the only ones who can work cooperatively. As girls we are just as capable as well."

With spring coming many people's favorite pastime- baseball. Opening day is right around the corner and the games are getting more and more exciting. And those others 'aren't willing to include the women's game..." Blaess said. "I know a ton of girls who are just as pumped about the upcoming season as I am. Hopefully with the support of Andy Pettitte the Yankees will have an awesome season and we'll get our 28th world championship! I know I'll be out there with all the guys rooting for the team!" Keslo said.
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"I like who I like for different rea- sons. I am not going to change my opinion on who I like because someone makes fun of it," said Ste- van Mitre, University student.
From a Hip Priest to dancing buttons, the 31st annual Black Maria Film + Video Festival treated viewers to an array of short films from the realm of narrative, documentary, animated or experimental short films on March 24. Donna Dolphin, associate professor of communication and journalism, founded the festival 21 years ago to provide filmmakers a chance to do something on a small screen.

Dolphin added that this festival has been held on campus for 21 years. She continued to say 13 of this year’s 70 films would be screened at the University. Dolphin also mentioned that “Black Maria is a competition and celebration of filmmaking, which are experimental in nature. The work you are about to see is different from what you are accustomed to on TV or when you go to Lomaxes.”

The festival started with Hip Priest, about the life of a priest in New York City, was one of the highlights in this year’s Black Maria Film + Video Festival. For Schmidt (Jonah Hill), his nerdy-减小 

When you think back to high school, do you shudder at the thought of a school dance or finding yourself back to the hallway that you could be sticking your head into lockers? Or do you think of var- 

y jackets and ruffling the hallways? No matter what your memories of the golden years are, 21 Jump Street will still keep you laughing all the way to the “Korean Jesus” of this famous address.

For Digital Red (Jenna Intersimone), his nightmares of high school consist of bleach blonde hair and being rejected by the girl for the prom. Jenko (Channing Tatum), on the other hand, looks fondly back on the football star. Before the actual film selections, Ed Mepham’s (The Kiss and Cops and Robbers) gave viewers time to recognize cinema’s early masterpieces as well as an introductory video.

The festival started with Hip Priest, about the life of a priest in New York City, was one of the highlights in this year’s Black Maria Film + Video Festival. For Schmidt (Jonah Hill), his nerdy-

so good cinematography. It’s also through technology. He said Black Maria started with celluloid film before moving on to VHS tapes and digital film. Columbus mentioned cameras were “lighter” and cheaper and a “single equipment” today.

Columbus also discussed the first time he saw Hip Priest. “He called it a ‘labor of love’ for director George de Domenico, who grew up in Southern Catholic and wanted to do something on a street preacher.” Columbus also said Hip Priest was a “labor of love” for director George de Domenico, who grew up in Southern Catholic and wanted to do something on a street preacher.

“Wow, that’s something important... think of an artist put in the middle of a protest movement.” He added that John Columbus, Chair of the Department of Communication, the Department itself, and the student were part of something more. Before the actual film selections, Ed Mepham’s (The Kiss and Cops and Robbers) gave viewers time to recognize cinema’s early masterpieces as well as an introductory video.

“Let’s see the lineup of jokes that will keep you laughing all the way to the end,” Columbus said. “I really like what We Are The People did with sound.”
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The musical, Working, followed the lives of various characters and the careers they've acquired. In one scene, Delores Dante (Sarah Clemency) sings about her hairdressing talents. Mary King (Man #1) and Michael Withers (Woman #2) were both working as waiters. Later in the scene, Delores Dante (Sarah Clemency) described her job as a hairdresser, and Michael Withers (Woman #2) talked about his job as a waiter.

The final two performances of Working are at 8:00 pm and 11:00 pm, April 5 and 6 at the [Ice House] gallery.
Drop Some Pounds With COREiculum

Getting in shape while away at college has gotten a lot easier for students, thanks to the University's COREiculum program. Beginning in January 2011, COREiculum is a fitness and nutrition plan designed by college students for college students. The two DVD set, equipped with resistance bands and a detailed nutrition plan helps students combat the notion of the Freshmen 15. The program was designed so that it can be performed in student's dorm rooms and takes a minimum of 30 minutes to complete.

Andy Stern, a grad student and developer of COREiculum came up with the idea of implementing this fitness program on campus. "I was dissatisfied by the 90-day fitness program," said Stern, "It wasn't because of lack of dedication, but it wasn't tailoring my lifestyle."

The idea was taken to Profesor John Buzza, who presented it to his Entrepreneur class, who voted on it, and then made it happen.

With roughly 30 students, the class is broken up into departments that go into starting the business: marketing advertising, sales, research and development, information technology, filming of campus, publicity department, legal, the production department, packaging and design.

The members on the Executive Board include junior Alisa Catalano who is the Head of Packaging, senior Megan Rice in the marketing department, and senior Katherine Lyons is the producer. Also on the executive board is Christian Klein, Sarah Oseroff, Josh Silva and Billy Soletti.

COREiculum fitness will help target every muscle in the body and includes workouts such as plyometrics, shoulders and arms, boxing, chest and legs, boot camp, and abs. These workouts are geared towards helping students make a lifestyle change, and is a "nutrition guide not only Monmouth University students, but mostly Monmouth University businesses, teach students about fitness and wellness, improving their college lifestyle, and promoting COREiculum's first," said Stern.

Currently, their highest rating for COREiculum is in Budapest.

When the video is complete, Stern thanks residents, making it available at the end of April at www.COREiculum.com.

The team has sought out sponsors and fundraisers to help continuing work on getting COREiculum sunglasses, stickers, and shirts.

"I've lost a lot of sleep, but it's exciting to see," said Stern. "You talk about it and it really is awesome when all it unfolds."

Throughout the three semesters that they have been doing the fitness program, Stern has also been teaching COREiculum workout classes that are free to all students. The classes are in Cedar Hall Basement on Mondays and Wednesdays at 4:00 pm, Tuesdays at 10:00 am, and Thursdays at 11:30 am. Over 100 students have participated in the free classes throughout the three semesters.

"My short term goal is to approach other campuses and universities, teach students about fitness and wellness, improving their college lifestyle, and promoting COREiculum's first," said Stern.

On Tuesday, April 10, COREiculum is hosting COREiculum east at the Draft House. From 9:00 pm to 2:00 am it is 18-years-old to enter at the Draft House on Brighton Avenue in Long Branch.

The formal release party of COREiculum will be in Pollak Theatre on Monday, April 23 from 6:30 pm to 9:00 pm. There will also be the One Day Event in the Quad on Thursday, April 26 from 12:00 pm to 4:00 pm (rain date: Friday, April 27) where there will be activities.

A few students in the Entrepreneurship class studied abroad as well, making their posts spread connections they have made all over the world.

"There is a presence outside of the country," said Lyons.

Currently, their highest rating for COREiculum is in Budapest.

The Freshman 15 is an Elective

"I was dissatisfied by the 90-day fitness program," said Stern, "It wasn't because of lack of dedication, but it wasn't tailoring my lifestyle."

"It wasn't because of lack of dedication, but it wasn't tailoring my lifestyle."

"The long term goal is I'd like to see these students become students in the Entrepreneurs for these COREeses. As we grow, we continue to reach out to more students," said Stern.

All three of the auditions, students were welcomed to tryout if they did not make the cut at an earlier tryout. Within the 65 students who tried out, several athletes did make the cut were later told that they could not participate in the video for reasons dealing with the NCAAB.

"In any business, you come across roadblocks, and in the end of the game, we found out that we couldn't use NCAA athletes," said Stern.

There were no hard feelings from the athletes and only a handful were initially chosen to tryout. Some promotional tactics that the Entrepreneurship team used to launch COREiculum were flyers, tabling to give out information to the students, using laptops to people could take their survey and sign-up.

"We are trying to use everything electrically," said Catalano, "really utilize social media."

COREiculum has had much success in the social media world as their "likes" on Facebook, www.facebook.com/COREiculum, soared from 100 to 300 in an hour. Also, their YouTube videos have now several hundred views and they utilize their Twitter account, @COREiculum, posting motivational quotes for their followers.

"Social media has just been awesome for this," said Stern.

There is a presence outside of the country," said Lyons.

Currently, their highest rating for COREiculum is in Budapest.
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Sing Along With the Greeks

Sagma Tau Gamma has been hosting their annual event, “Don’t Forget the Lyrics” for six years now. Above is a group shot of the members involved in the event.

The song being used was “Forget the Lyrics” in Pollak Theater on Tuesday, March 26 at 10:00 pm.

The event was hosted by Brian Hentz, STG senior, and Laura Garcia, the Tau Gamma President.

The event was a competition consisting of nine teams each one of them consisting of two members each. Each guess was worth a chance to guess the lyrics to two songs before intermission, in which four winners were determined.

The teams were Battle Hymn, a Delta Phi Epsilon team, which turned out to be the “Daily Double.” They had to sing a Monmouth Alma Mater and guess the last line correctly, which they did.

The door prizes were awarded during intermission; gift cards to Cluck U, Juniors West End, and last name to citrus.

The audience had to decide which team would advance to the next round. It came down to a ZTA team and a Delta Phi Epsilon team. Delta Phi Epsilon won. They were allowed to go first in the next round because they had the lowest number of points.

Third place went to sorority sisters from Alpha Sigma Tau, second place was awarded to sisters from Delta Phi Epsilon and first place went to members of Zeta Tau Alpha.

Sagma Tau Gamma is planning a special event for the fall semester, “The Roast of Tyler Havens.” All the proceeds will go to the Special Olympics.
What’s the best April Fool’s joke that you’ve ever experienced?

COMPILED BY: JACKLYN KOUEFATI

Sobhana Farooqui
senior
“My friend made her teacher e-mail only one student saying the test got moved.”

Genna Moscato
freshman
“My neighbors put a Twilight cutout in their daughter’s room and she woke up in the middle of the night terrified.”

Azzam Elayan
faculty
“I tweeted that Derek Jeter signed a three million dollar, two year contract with the Boston Red Sox.”

Rachel Fischer
sophomore
“My boss and co-workers put sensors in my bag and when I walked out, the alarms started going off.”

Mike Kulik
freshman
“My grandmother told me somebody called, I called back and it was the Turtle Back Zoo.”

Nicole Armitt
senior
“One of my friends added temporary red dye when her mother was dying her hair.”

Kyle McCall
junior
“We got my dad to think he had to help an old man in a bathtub.”

Rosaly Rivera
staff
“My brother called me and told me that his son was having an asthma attack.”

Andrew Spirito
freshman
“My teacher just told me we had to write a 12 page paper.”

Katelyn Basile
freshman
“When I was in Italy, I sent my mom a picture of a fake tattoo.”
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Pre-Professional Health Careers Meeting

Wednesday, April 18, 2012
Wilson Hall Auditorium • 2:30 – 4:00 PM • Refreshments

SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKERS

Doctor of Physical Therapy Program, Jointly sponsored by UMDNJ School of Health Related Professions and Rutgers Graduate School at Camden, NJ

Richard A. Ferraro, MPT, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Rehabilitation & Movement Sciences

Cooper Medical School of Rowan University, Camden, NJ

Catherine B. Dayton, Ph.D., Director of Admissions
John McGeehan, M.D., Associate Dean for Student Affairs and Admissions

ADVISING INFORMATION

Dr. James Konopack

- Pre-Professional Health Advising Office – Howard Hall, Room 312
- Pre-Health Registration Form & E-mail notices - contact Barbara Santos
- Strategies for Verbal and Writing Sections of Tests (MCAT, DAT, etc.) – contact Dr. Bass
- When to Start The Application Process to Professional Schools – contact PPHAC
- Letters of Recommendation
- Supplementary Information Form (Due Date: April 23, 2012)
- The Interview
- Foreign Medical Schools – contact Dr. Mack and the PPHAC
- Affiliation Agreements: contact Drs. Mack and Naik
  - Monmouth Medical Center Scholars’ Program – Drexel University College of Medicine
  - University of Medicine & Dentistry of New Jersey – School of Osteopathic Medicine (UMDNJ-SOM)
  - Seton Hall University – Physician Assistant Program
- PPHAC Website - http://www.monmouth.edu/academics/pre-professional_health/default.asp

Pre-Professional Health Advisory Committee (PPHAC)

Dr. James Mack, Professor, Biology and Director of PPHAC mack@monmouth.edu (732) 571-3678
Dr. Rose Knapp, Assistant Professor, School of Nursing & Health Studies rknap@monmouth.edu (732) 923-4671
Dr. James Konopack, Assistant Professor, School of Nursing & Health Studies rkonop@monmouth.edu (732) 923-4674
Dr. Massimiliano Lamberto, Assistant Professor, Chemistry mlambert@monmouth.edu (732) 263-5698
Dr. Dutta Naik, Professor, Chemistry, Vice Provost and Dean, Graduate School dnaik@monmouth.edu (732) 571-7550
Barbara Santos, Secretary, PPHAC Office– HH 312 bssantos@monmouth.edu (732) 571-3687

(PPHAC Office Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Friday: 9:00 am – 1:00 pm & Wednesday, Thursday: 1:00 pm – 5:00 pm)

Additional PPHAC Student Test Support

Dr. Mary Lee Bass, Educational Leadership, School of Counseling and Special Education mbass@monmouth.edu (732) 571-4490
GRADUATE SCHOOL PROGRAMS

- Anthropology
- Business Administration (MBA)
  - Accelerated MBA option
- Computer Science
- Corporate & Public Communication
- Criminal Justice
- Education (MAT, MEd, MSEd)
  - Accelerated MAT option
- English
- History
- Mental Health Counseling
- Nursing
- Doctor of Nursing Practice
- Psychological Counseling
- Public Policy
- Social Work
  - Traditional/Advanced Standing MSW
- Software Engineering

Graduate School Information Session

Tuesday, April 10, 7 p.m.
Wilson Hall Auditorium
www.monmouth.edu/GR_infosession

West Long Branch, New Jersey  gradadm@monmouth.edu  732-571-3452
Rowan University’s College of Graduate & Continuing Education offers academic programs and courses using delivery options, locations, and timeframes that make it convenient to achieve your educational goals and career success.

Graduate Studies
Programs are available in the following areas of study:
- Business Administration
- Communication
- Counseling / Behavioral Analysis
- Computer Science
- Criminal Justice
- Education
- Engineering
- Mathematics
- Music

Summer Term
Interested in a class or two? Register for classes during one of our 3 to 8-week summer sessions.

For more information visit: rowan.edu/cgce

---

LATE NIGHT LOUNGE
OPEN MIC NIGHT

Thursday, April 5th
7:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Residential Quad
(Weather Site – Oakwood Lounge)

Enjoy free music, hot chocolate, cider, and S’mores!!!

SPONSORED BY
THE RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION
THE OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE AWARENESS
AND
OE
Bringing Stephen King Tales to the Comic Book Page

MATTHEW FISHER
COMICS EDITOR

Horror master Stephen King has taken readers to the furthest, darkest depth of his imagination with his novels that range from tales of killer canines ("Cujo") to being trapped within an invisible dome ("Under the Dome"). In addition to his novels and short stories, King's works have been adapted into a number of movies and TV specials. However, his tales aren't limited to these mediums as they have also found their way into the comic book industry.

What came to bringing King’s vision to comic books, one of the first stories to get the paneled-treatment was his “Dark Tower” series. “The Dark Tower” followed gunslinger Roland Deschain as he faced a world of monsters and evil men while on his quest to reach the mythical Dark Tower and the Man in Black. Rather than adapt all the books, Marvel presented a miniseries detailing Roland’s youth as he faces tragedy and betrayal while learning to become the best gunslinger ever.

The first miniseries, “The Dark Tower: The Gunslinger Born,” came out in 2007 and was written by Peter David with art by Jae Lee. The stories continued to explore Roland’s youth with “The Long Road Home,” “Treachery,” “Fall of Gilead,” and “The Battle of Jericho Hill” plus the one-shot, “Sorcery.” The past two miniseries, however, feature an adult Roland already settled into his quest for the Dark Tower in “The Journey Begins,” “The Little Sister of Eluria,” “The Battle of Tall,” and “The Way Station.”

In an interview with graphic novelreporter.com prior to the release of “Treachery,” David and Furth discussed their intentions for the series from the start. “If by ‘Treachery,’ David and Furth expressed their intention to comic book readers...”

However, “The Dark Tower” miniseries hasn’t been the only story the House of Ideas has explored, as they’ve also published six miniseries (31 issues) adapting King’s ultimate story of good versus evil, “The Stand.” It was transferred to comics by writer Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa and artist Mike Perkins, who kept this terrifying story alive through strong visual art.

Prior to the release of the first issue of “The Stand” adaptation, “Captain Trips” #1, Aguirre-Sacasa talked to marvel.com about getting this writing gig and his then-plans for the series. When asked what makes “The Stand” such a memorable tale, Aguirre-Sacasa replied, “Two words: Stephen King. Also, remember that the apocalypse is only really the first third of the book. And that after that, in a weird way, it’s about the birth of a new world...”

While Marvel has done, and still does, well with these comics based on King’s work, they’ve also produced a miniseries of his short story, “(N)”. They aren’t the first publisher to latch onto King’s vast library of stories.

Independent publisher Del Rey presented their comic adaptation of “The Talisman” by King and Peter Straub in the six-issue miniseries, “The Talisman: The Road of Trials.” It was written by Furth and illustrated by Tony Shasteen and was about a boy who searches for a diamond or “talisman” to save his dying mother.

Next, IDW has begun publishing their comic book version of “Throttle,” written by King and his son, Joe Hill, and inspired by Richard Matheson’s tale, “Duel.” Titled, “Road Rage,” the first storyline in this four-issue miniseries follows a biker gang as they bother a truck driver who pursues them with vengeance on their mind.

The comic book ministries is being written by IDW Chief Creative Officer Chris Ryall with art handled by Nelson Daniel.

Although many of these comics based on King’s works are done by other writers, that doesn’t mean he hasn’t offered his literary talents to the comic book industry. In fact, King wrote his first comic book story with the Vertigo series, “American Vampire,” created/written by Scott Snyder and illustrated by Rafael Albuquerque.

King didn’t write the main storyline but worked on a back-up feature that explored one of “American Vampire’s” prime characters, Skinner Sweet, as he went from “Western outlaw to new type of vampire.” The story ran for five issues and brought King’s unique brand of horror into a new mythology.

While talking to comicbookresources.com, Snyder talked about what his experience was like working with King. “Apparently it’s his first original comic. We’re excited about it. It was funny, because I didn’t realize how humble and flexible he would be going into this. I’ve known him, and he’s a great guy, but he was so eager for notes and for edits and that sort of thing. He did such a terrific job and to please everyone, his tales aren’t limited to these mediums as they have also found their way into the comic book industry one at a time. The boys at Jack’s Bat & Tackle will never believe this one!!”
2012-2013 Student Government Association Candidates

SGA Elections will take place April 9-11!

Presidential Candidates

As I embark on my campaign to Presidency, I’d like to revisit the promise that I made in my Vice Presidency platform last Spring. I focused heavily on finding out what the students wanted to see and how I could make it happen, giving YOU the students a voice not only to be heard, but to be listened to.

This year, as Vice President, I organized the “Open Your MonMOUTH” initiative to do just that. This allowed students to voice their concerns, questions, and suggestions, so that the Student Government Association could start taking action. Since then, we’ve met with various offices, administrators, and faculty to accomplish as many of these tasks as possible. I am a man of my word, and hope to continue my success on the Student Government Association.

Moving forward, I’d like to ask you to extend the success I’ve had this year as Vice President, by electing me as the President of SGA. Who better knows the role of the President than her right hand man? All year I’ve been by President Nicole Levy’s side, noting the various responsibilities that one in her position need to juggle. I’ve learned so much from her, and know that it will help me serve the students even more so next year as President.

An educated candidate is who you should want to represent you. In the end, I am the most knowledgeable candidate for the position, have established connections with various campus administrators, and am confident that with me as your President, the success from this year will continue to prosper.

It has been an honor to serve as your Vice President this year, and I hope you will vote for Continued Success with Sanchez as President. Thank you!

OSCAR SANCHEZ

My theory on what I will do if I am SGA President is to focus on what we do and make it excellent before adding additional goals and spreading everyone too thin. So my main goal is to improve the many things on campus that we already have. One of the biggest issues that I see and would like to improve is student involvement. I would try to increase this involvement through the athletes and the greeks on campus. This could be done by creating a means for athletes and greeks to get their voices and ideas out to the rest of the student population.

Also, I would like to work on the food on campus. It would be beneficial if there were more options for students to use their swipes or if there are more options for off campus sponsored and commuter students. Moreover, many people want a new 3rd party option for food on campus and I would work to bring that to campus.

Another major issue is smoking. While I do not plan on endorsing smoking, I do not endorse eliminating it on campus either; I want to create more options for smokers that way there is a middle ground between smokers and non-smokers and everyone is happy. Finally, I think that although athletes and greeks are collectively the biggest groups on campus, there are many individuals who have great ideas.

I want to get to know every student’s concerns and try to address as many as possible. I will make myself open to talking to anyone and hearing anyone’s concerns or ideas to benefit the SGA and the school.

JOE DELLERA

Vice Presidential Candidates

The school year of 2012 – 2013 offers a blank slate for new ideas and improvements to take place. As I begin my campaign for Vice President of this coming year I have chosen to focus my attention on improving communication between the student body and Senate. I will work to get rid of the distinction between the two and actively include all members of the campus community in the valuable work that can be accomplished.

This year as Sophomore Senator, I held the positions of Springfest Chair, Freshman Ambassador, and Historian of the Executive Board. Through each of these roles I have been able to work closely with different members of Senate. As Historian I have had the opportunity to work closely with the President and Vice President of the Student Government Association and have gained an extensive understanding of the role of Vice President both in and out of Senate.

My roles on Senate have also allowed me to communicate with my peers and help to answer any questions or concerns they may have. As we look to next year, I would like to increase the involvement of general members in Senate to facilitate more conversation amongst the entire campus. By instating a program that would give general members a more solidified and active role in Senate, I hope to achieve my goal of increased communication. Along with this program, I will increase the number of events that SGA holds to collect questions and concerns of everyone on campus.

Through my dedication and active participation in SGA and many other organizations and activities on campus, I hope I have shown how willing I am to work with YOU in order to improve the Monmouth University campus. Please vote Kelly Craig for your SGA Vice President! Thanks so much!

KELLY CRAIG

Senator-at-Large Candidates

THOMAS BEAUFORT

SANA RASHID

CHRISTINA AUDI
2012-2013 Student Government Association Candidates

**Senior Senators**

- STEFANIA TATTOLI
- SAMANTHA HOPKINS
- RAVI SHAH

**Junior Senators**

- LAUREN COFIELD
- SOFIA MANDIA
- MICHAEL MIGLIARO
- CARMEN RUOCCE
- NICHOLAS ROSSI

**Sophomore Senators**

- JASON CAIANIELLO
- KRISTEN WARING
- CARLY SWANSON
- ALEXANDRA TUYAHOV
- MARIA GRACE IANOSCA
- ERIN ALLY

**Commuter Senators**

- ROHANA SENGUPTA
- BRYAN LARCO
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**Hypnotist**

Free Admission

Brought to you by MU Psychology Club

Tuesday April 10th

9:00-10:30

Pollak Theatre

Open to all MU students

“Biggie, Biggie, Biggie, can’t you see, sometimes your words just hypnotize me”

—the MU Psychology Club hopes to hypnotize you too.
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**Nelly’s Grill & Pizzeria**

Buy any cold or hot submarine and a soda for $6.00

Try our new Panini Sandwiches for $6.50

We have baked potatoes for $2.50

Open until 4AM!

Phone: 732-923-1101 or 732-923-9237

---

**Open & Delivering Everyday**

11:30am - 3:45am

---

**ALL MONTH SPECIAL**

**Krazer Fries**

Cheese fries topped w/ chopped sirloin burger & smoked bacon!

Valid from 11:30am to 8pm - Exp 4-30-12

Cannot be combined with other offers or 3% cash

$3.99

$4.99

$10 Lunch Combo

Mondays

Everyday 11:30a-5p
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**Now Hiring!**

Nights & Weekends

Close to campus-apply in person!
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**FREE Admission**

Brought to you by MU Psychology Club

Tuesday April 10th
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Pollak Theatre

Open to all MU students

“Biggie, Biggie, Biggie, can’t you see, sometimes your words just hypnotize me”

—the MU Psychology Club hopes to hypnotize you too.
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**10% off for MU Students!**

(must show valid ID)

Online orders available.

Delivery charges subject to your location

We accept Visa, Master Card, American Express, and Discover.

Spend $30.00 or more and get a free Nellys T-Shirt

Limited time offer

$5.00 off a purchase of $30.00 or more!

Expires April 30, 2012
all your favorite beauty brands, makeup application & so much more!

20% OFF
ANY PURCHASE
Just show your Monmouth University Student ID any time you shop to receive this discount!
PLUS RECEIVE A FREE OPI NAIL LACQUER OF CHOICE WITH YOUR FIRST PURCHASE!
STUDENT ID MUST BE VALID AND PRESENTED TO RECEIVE DISCOUNT. COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED TO RECEIVE FREE POLISH. LIMIT 1 USE PER CUSTOMER.

280G NORWOOD AVE | DEAL, NJ | 07723
732-531-1988 | AVEYOU.COM
Baseball Swept by Temple Over Weekend

Maggie Zelinka
Staff Writer

Usually the baseball team plays only conference games on the weekends, but this past weekend proved as much. The Hawks played in a battle of birds as they took on the non-conference Temple Owls for two games. One game was played Friday at Monmouth while the other was on the home field which is in Philadelphia. Originally scheduled to be a three game series, the Saturday game was postponed due to the anticipation of a heavy rainstorm.

Starting in Friday's game was Monmouth's ace, right-handed Pat Light. He threw the first two innings allowing three hits and one run. He then pitched a perfect third inning and was walked off the mound in the sixth inning maintaining a 2-0 lead over Temple. When asked how he felt during those stellar innings, Light commented, “I felt in control. You go four innings not giving a hit and not letting a runner on base, you can’t feel in control.”

It was in the seventh when Light ran into some difficulty against the Owls batting order. Light walked the first batter, ending his flawless streak. He then allowed a double to the next Owls batter and hit a single, pushing a runner into scoring position. Light managed to get the following batter to hit a ball right back to the mound creating the first out of the inning. The next batter hit a single scoring both runners on base. “I felt good,” Light continued, “just kind of left some pitches over the middle in the seventh, can’t win them all.”

Down 5-3 going into the eighth inning, Light continued, “Just kind of left some pitches over the middle in the eighth. You would think our offense can get clicking, I thought our guys did a good job getting on base,” he says. While the men were hitting to get on base often, there was hardly anyone who was able to knock in an RBI. The Hawks wound up leaving a high number of 15 runners left on base by the end of Friday’s game.

With Sunday’s game, Monmouth was given a chance to even up the series. Unfortunately, the men fell once again to the Owls in a 7-1 loss. Starting pitcher for the Hawks was southpaw Dan Smith who worked three full innings giving up four runs off of six hits. From the start, Smith had a rough break due to a home run hit in the bottom of the second inning. The four runs he was accounted for. The Hawks attempted to battle back by scoring one run in the bottom of the second off a fielder’s choice baseman Chris Perret. Andrew McRee replaced Light in the fourth. He went four innings, allowing two runs while striking out four and two walks. “We have a lot more games ahead of us,” Coach Morris said. “I hope that we have a chance to run off a bunch of games in a row.”

The Hawks were defeated by Saint Joseph’s, and is now 11-11 on the season, 3-1 in the Northeast Conference (NEC). The Hawks defeated Saint Joseph’s, split with Robert Morris, and was swept by Saint Joseph’s, split with Robert Morris, and was swept by Saint Joseph’s.

Softball Goes 1-3 Over Weekend, Falls to Eighth in NEC

Ed Morlock
Associate Sports Editor

The softball team defeated Saint Joseph’s, split with Robert Morris, and was swept by Saint Francis (Pa.) and lost both games against Robert Morris. The Hawks took the second game, 3-2. Barnet took the loss for Monmouth in game one. In 2-1 innings, she allowed seven hits and four runs. Lauren Stlick pitched 3-2 innings, allowing three hits and a run. She struck out three and walked four.

Christine Scherr and Vanessa Cardoza each had an RBI for the Blue and White. Each of them hit solo hom runers. Cardoza pitched two games for the Hawks. She threw a complete game, picking up for fourth win of the year. She allowed seven hits and two runs, while striking out six and walking four.

“I can only hope that we have that out of our system and we move forward, as we have a lot more games ahead of us,” said Berndt. “The team needs to get back to work, play each game as it is supposed to be played. We need to cut down our mistakes as we are making way too many errors and putting too many runners on the bases. I hope that we have that out of our system and we move forward, as we have a lot more games ahead of us.”

Monmouth’s currently tied for eighth in the NEC with Mount St. Mary’s. Farleigh Dickinson sits atop the conference with a 3-1 record. Friday, Wagner Jason became a hero in a NEC doubleheader. The first game starts at 1:00 pm.

Vanessa Cardoza hit a home run in both games against Robert Mor- ris Saturday afternoon.
Women's Lacrosse Defeats Sacred Heart, but Falls to Quinnipiac

**PRESS RELEASE**

Freshman Allison Stathius scored the game-winning goal with just 20 seconds left to play, including the game-winning goal as the Hawks topped Sacred Heart in the northeastern Athletic Conference on Friday afternoon by a score of 13-12.

The win snipped a five-game losing streak against the Pirates, dating back to the Northeast Conference semifinals. Stathius, who entered into the game with just one career-goal scored with 1:45 left in the second half, went off for the Hawks their fourth lead of the game, 7-6. After SHU tied the game, 7-7, with just 13 minutes left for Sacred Heart. MU shots found the goal while the Hawks continued to play a strong game.

The win snapped a five-game losing streak against the Pirates. The Hawks improved their record to 6-6 overall and were able to get some second place.

When there is open space in front of the goal, Kavanagh hopes to take the competitive aspect of college-golf. With such a strong passion for the sport, Kavanagh hopes to take advantage of her time here and become a better golfer ever since. "I love this sport and I hope to bring an NEC Championship to the University. A lot of times, golf is played in the summer, but I want to bring this to the University. It's a sport that everyone can enjoy, and I hope to bring it to the University."

The women's golf team is one of the University's strongest teams. The team is currently ranked 27th in the nation, and has been consistently ranked in the top 50 in the past few years. The team is composed of seven players who are all very talented and dedicated to the sport. The team's success is due to the strong bond that they have formed over the years. The team members support each other in all the different ways that they can. They encourage each other to do their best, and they always keep each other motivated.

One of the best parts of playing for the Hawks is that they have a lot of fun. The team members enjoy each other's company and have a lot of laughs on the field. They also have a lot of fun off the field, and this is one of the reasons why the team has been successful.

The team's goal is to aim high. "This year I hope to bring an NEC Championship to the University. A lot of times, golf is played in the summer, but I want to bring this to the University."

Women's Golf Team Looks to Drive Home an NEC Title

**DARIA DELUCIA**

Most college sporting events are easily enjoyed from a spectator’s perspective because they are located right on the campus. This is unfortunately not the case for the women’s golf team.

Following in the footsteps of her graduate, junior Katie Donohoe has been playing golf since she was three years old, following in her mother’s footsteps. "It’s a family sport that we all have played together for years,” explains Donohoe. The difference between the women’s golf team and the other sports team is that they are not able to practice together. Instead, they have to practice on their own, which can be difficult because they have to be able to practice on their own, and they have to be able to practice their own swings. After college, Rosehouse hopes to continue to play golf in tournaments.

After spending hours working out on their own, the team looks and feels ready to play. As a team, their main goal is to aim high. "This year I think our team can finish in the top five,” explains Donohoe. The team is currently ranked 27th in the nation, and has been consistently ranked in the top 50 in the past few years. The team is composed of seven players who are all very talented and dedicated to the sport. The team's success is due to the strong bond that they have formed over the years. The team members support each other in all the different ways that they can. They encourage each other to do their best, and they always keep each other motivated.

The team's goal is to aim high. "This year I hope to bring an NEC Championship to the University. A lot of times, golf is played in the summer, but I want to bring this to the University."

Women's Lacrosse Defeats Sacred Heart, but Falls to Quinnipiac

**PRESS RELEASE**

Freshman Khori Bowen (Monroe, N.J./Monroe Township) ran a new freshman record in the 3,000 meter steeplechase, finishing first in 10:10.38. Bowen’s time was good enough to win the event and pull the Bobcats to victory in the event.

For the women’s squad, Lauren McDonald (Roseland, N.J./West Essex Regional) had an outstanding day with the pole vault to earn fourth, while also finishing in 2:34.91 in the 800 meter dash to claim 10th.

Danielle Brancos (Old Bridge, N.J./Toms River East) finished the 3,000 meter run to finish 12th.

Monmouth is back on the track this weekend, traveling to Gainesville, Florida, while others will travel to Princeton, N.J. for the Sam Howell Invitational.
Ed Martin takes a healthy lead as the Hawks look to steal some victories after getting swept by Temple this past weekend.

Full Story on page 26